In this paper we derive new guaranteed cost bounds for robust stability and performance with real structured uncertainty for discrete-time systems. In particular, we obtain a shifted bounded real bound, a linear bound, a shifted linear bound, an inverse bound, a shifted inverse bound, and a shifted Popov bound. Several examples are used to compare these new bounds.
Introduction
The analysis and synthesis of robust controller has been of intense interest during the past three decades [l]. While unstructured complex-valued uncertainty can be addressed nonconservatively using quadratic bounds 121, structured real-valued uncertainty is a more difficult problem due to the discontinuity of the structured singular value and stability margins [3]. The most effective approach to this problem has been the development of frequencydependent scales and multipliers that account for phase restrictions on the parametric or dynamic uncertainty [4, 51.
For stability analysis with real polytopic uncertainty, LMI techniques can be used to solve multiple Lyapunov equations to determine stability bounds 161. This approach avoids the need for frequencydependent multipliers and utilizes convex optimization methods to obtain common Lyapunov functions.
An alternative approach that is applicable to controller synthesis is Riccati-based methods which provide guaranteed cwt bounds for the worst-case Hz performance. For continuous-time systems a large class of guaranteed cost bounds have been developed. While the small gain bounds are the best known due to their connections with the small gain theorem [7, 81, alternative bounds have been developed as well [9]- [13] . For structured real-valued uncertainty, these bounds have significantly reduced conservatism as compared to small gain bounds. For discretetime systems quadratic bounds have been developed in the context of bounded-real theory (see [14] and the references given therein). Discretetime Popov bounds given in [15, 161 also provide quadratic tests for robust stability and performance. For a sampled-data system with parametric uncertainty, a nonquadratic bound was developed in [17] . Compared to continuowtime systems, however, there has been relatively little effort devoted to the development of discretetime bounds.
The objective of the present paper is to develop novel bounds for structured real uncertainty for discrete-time systems. Some of these bounds can be viewed as the counterpart of bounds developed for continuous-time systems in 113). Unlike [I71 we consider general uncertainty structures rather than sampled-data uncertainty structures. We consider parameter-independent bounds. each equivalent to a common Lyapunov function, and parameterdependent bounds which are equivalent to multiple Lyapunov functions. In Section 2 we present the main robustness result that provides the basis for specific bounds given later in the paper. In Section 3 we present an LMI approach to bounding polytopic uncertainties. In Sections 4, 5. 6. and 7. we present the discrete-time forms of the shifted bounded real bound, the linear and shifted linear bounds. the inverse and shifted inverse bounds, and the shifted 'This roxarch warn support4 in part by the Aw For-0% of Scient& Rr&uch under gmnt F49820-9%1-0037.
Popov Bound. Finally, in Section 8, we present several numerical examples to compare the different bounds.
Notation Rd
Rm"" I,,, N" S", P"
expectation operator tr trace operator IHI d x 1 real column vectors m x n real matrices n x n identity matrix, nonnegative-definite matrices n x n symmetric matrices, positivedefinite matrices B -A is nonnegative definite ( H N T ) i , where H E R""" 2. Robust Performance and Guaranteed Cost Bounds Let U C R""" denote an uncertainty set and consider the discretetime system
where z E R" and w E Rd are the state and disturbance, respectively, AA E U, and the disturbance w is a standard zero-mean white noise process. We assume throughout that A is asymptotically stable. Next, consider the performance variable
If A + AA is asymptotically stable for all AA E U, then define the worst-case Hz performance meawre
AAEU
where V 4 DDT and PM is the nonnegativedefinite solution to the Lyapunov equation
where R e ETE.
The following result, which is an extension of Theorem 3.1 of [IS], provides a bound for the worst-case cost J(U).
Theorem 1 Let R : N G S" -S" be such that there exists P E N satisfying 
Po(AA) 5 Po, AA E U ,
where PA* E N" is given by (4), and 
and A. 2 A -EON. Then (6) and (7) are satisfied with PO = 0.
Note that the shifted bounded real equation ( where Al, . . . ,A, E R""".
Proposition 2 Let P E N" satisfy the 2' constraints
where M. E N" satisfies
Then (6) and (7) are satisfied with Po = 0.
Then ( A + A A ) T P ( A + A A ) -P + R 5 0, AA E U.
Then (A + AA, E) is detectable for all AA E U if and only if A + AA is asymptotically stable for all AA E U. In this cwe,
Remark 2 Minimizing the convex objective 3(U) = t r P V subject to the LMI's given in Proposition 2, is a convex optimization problem. In addition, the optimal cost J(U) from this optimization provides the lowest possible cost for a parameter-independent bound under polytopic uncertainty.
Shifted Bounded Real Bound
Let the uncertainty set U be given by One choice for M. is given by
where IHI = (HHT)1/2. With this choice of M8, (20) becomes
where 3 is a subset of Similarly, (19) is satisfied with and H = T. Furthermore, if P 2 0 then (6) and (7) are satisfied with PO = 0.
Shifted Linear Bound
In this section, we let the uncertainty set U be given by ( Proposition 6 Define & = there exists P E N" satisfying A,. Let 0 < Q < 1, and suppose
Then (6) and (7) are satisfied with PO = 0.
The solution to (26) can be written as
P = v e e -' ( [ I -~( A T 4 A T ) --( % T 4 A O T ) ] -' v e c R).
Next we obtain the shifted linear bound, the discretetime version of the continuous-time shifted linear bound [13].
Proposition 7 Define & = C&lA,. Let a > 0, N E S", and
6. Shifted Inverse Bound In this section we let the uncertainty set U be given by (14). The following result provides a d i s c r e t e t i e form of the inverse bound [lOl.
Proposition 8 Let Q > 0, suppose A is invertible, and suppose there exists P E P" satisfying
Note that (28) can be written as
where A, = AiA-'. Next we obtain the shifted inverse bound the discretetime version of the continuous-time shifted inverse bound 1131.
Proposition 9 Let Q > 0, M , N E S", suppose A is invertible, and suppose there exists P E N* n (P" + N) satisfying P = (1 + a y ) A T P A + 2 AT (y2hyPA, -ayh'
Then (6) and ( Next we present a shifted Popov bound. Let U be given by (15), where 3 2 3pOp.
Proposition 11 Let N E Rkxk. p E Sk, Z E N" and H E Pk satisfy (37)
(39) 8. Examples LMI methods can be used to calculate solutions along with optimal scaling for bounds such as the linear, bounded real, inverse., and Popov bounds, as well as their shifted counterparts. For more on the setup of LMI's for solving bounds, see (131. In the numerical examples that follow, LMI methods were used to obtain the best parameter-independent bound along with the Popov and shifted Popov bounds. Figure 1 shows the actual worst case cost, along with the best possible parameter-independent bound given by -Remark 2. Next. let EO and CO be given by
where E f 0 is a free parameter used for optimization. The 
Hence, by assumption, (43) has a solution P E N for all A A E R""". If A A is restricted to the set U. then, by (7), Q ( P ) - 
[ ( A + A A ) T P o ( A A ) ( A + A A ) -Po(AA)] -( A A T P A + A T P A
an immediate consequence of (3), (8), and (IO).
which implies (8). The performance bounds (9) and (11) 
